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ABSTRACT There are two major challenges faced by modern society: energy security, and lowering carbon dioxide
gas emissions. Thermo-active diaphragm walls have a large potential to remedy one of these problems, since they are a
renewable energy technology that uses underground infrastructure as a heat exchange medium. However, extensive
research is required to determine the effects of cyclic heating and cooling on their geotechnical and structural
performance. In this paper, a series of detailed finite element analyses are carried out to capture the fully coupled thermo-
hydro-mechanical response of the ground and diaphragm wall. It is demonstrated that the thermal operation of the
diaphragm wall causes changes in soil temperature, thermal expansion/shrinkage of pore water, and total stress applied on
the diaphragm wall. These, in turn, cause displacements of the diaphragm wall and variations of the bending moments.
However, these effects on the performance of diaphragm wall are not significant. The thermally induced bending strain is
mainly governed by the temperature differential and uneven thermal expansion/shrinkage across the wall.

KEYWORDS thermo-active diaphragm wall, finite element analysis, thermo-hydro-mechanical coupling, ground source heat
pump

1 Introduction

Two of the major challenges faced by modern society are
the depletion of finite non-renewable energy resources and
increased carbon dioxide gas concentrations in the Earth’s
atmosphere. The current focus of government policy (UK
regulations: 2008 Climate Change Act) and the construc-
tion industry to reduce energy usage and the carbon
footprint of both new and existing construction has led to
an increased uptake in innovative new technologies to
reduce the impact of construction on climate change. One
of the technologies which can cause a significant reduction
in energy requirements is ground source heat pumps
(GSHP) and their application within energy foundations
such as thermo-active piles and diaphragm walls. GSHP is
a well-established and cost-effective renewable technology
for heating and cooling. It can also be integrated within the
structural elements of a building like piles, diaphragm
walls, raft foundations, tunnel linings, etc. By installing the
primary circuit (absorber pipes) within the foundations,
they become thermo-active and provide both load-bearing

support and energy for the building. The first examples of
such systems date to the 1980s, with the first thermo-active
piles and walls being installed in Austria and Switzerland
in 1984 and 1996, respectively [1]. Thermo-active
foundations have gained popularity within the UK over
the past 10 years, with thermo-active piles being installed
at Keble College in Oxford in 2001 [2], Paddington
Building and Lambeth College in London in 2007 [3]. The
first thermo-active diaphragm wall in the UK was installed
at the Bulgari Hotel [4] in London in 2010, triggering a
boost in the implementation of such systems in other
projects.
A large number of studies have been performed

investigating the effects of the operation of the thermo-
active piles on the structural performance of the founda-
tions [5–20]. Some other work focuses on the coupled
thermo-hydro-mechanical behavior of energy storage [21].
On the other hand, a thermo-active diaphragm wall is
different from a thermo-active pile because the pile is
surrounded by the soil, whereas only one side of the wall is
exposed to the soil. Current studies on the coupled
thermo-mechanical behavior of thermo-active diaphragm
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numerical analysis of a thermo-active diaphragm wall. The
results showed that thermally induced mechanical
responses of the diaphragm wall are dominated by seasonal
temperature changes, and that their magnitude is depen-
dent on the ratio of the coefficient of thermal expansion of
the concrete and that of the surrounding ground. Sterpi
et al. [22] investigated the energy performance and
mechanical responses of thermo-active diaphragm walls
by finite element thermo-mechanical analyses. It was
shown that the thermally induced internal axial forces and
bending moments are not negligible. In addition, the
magnitude of these mechanical responses depends also on
the level of constraints the diaphragm wall is subjected to.
Rui and Yin [23] investigated the wall-soil interaction
behavior of a thermo-active diaphragm wall by conducting
a thermo-hydro-mechanical (THM) coupling analysis. The
GSHP operation makes the wall move in a cyclic manner,
caused by two factors: the thermally induced deformation
of the diaphragm wall itself, and the volume change of the
soil and pore water. On the other hand, it was found that the
thermal effect due to the seasonal changes in earth
pressures acting on the diaphragm wall is neglected.
Hence, the thermally induced bending moment of the
diaphragm wall is mainly caused by the thermal differ-
ential across the wall.
This paper follows the work by Rui and Yin [19], which

focused on the discussion of pile-soil interaction under
both thermal and mechanical loading. In the present paper,
this issue is explored further by thermo-hydro-mechanical

coupling finite element analysis (FEA). The objective is to
examine the impact of a limited set of thermo-mechanical
parameters (soil permeability coefficient, soil heat transfer
coefficient, and pile thermal expansion coefficient), and to
put these results into context in terms of the current
understanding of the coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical
behavior of thermo-active diaphragm walls, which adds
value to the design of thermo-active diaphragm walls.

2 Basis for FEA

2.1 Thermo-active diaphragm wall

The numerical analysis is based on a thermo-active
diaphragm wall installed at an underground metro station
in London, as shown in Fig. 1. The station box was
constructed using the ‘bottom up’ method. The 1 m thick
diaphragm wall (up to 41 m depth) was first installed by
excavating a trench to a required depth. The absorber pipes
were attached to the reinforcement cage and lowered into
the trench, where concrete was poured in to cast the
diaphragm wall. The soil was excavated 29 m deep and
temporary props were added to support the excavation.
Slabs were cast from the bottom and work proceeded
upwards, replacing props with slabs to form five levels for
the station box. The box side is 16 m wide and 29 m deep,
and the diaphragm wall is 1 m wide and 41 m deep. The
absorber pipe is embedded in the diaphragm wall, 0.25 m

Fig. 1 Geometry and boundary conditions of the diaphragm wall.
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toward the unexcavated side.
Three types of boundary condition must be assigned in

the THM coupling simulation: displacement, pore pres-
sure, and temperature boundary conditions. On the right-
hand-side (RHS) vertical boundaries, a roller boundary
condition was applied so that horizontal displacement was
not permitted. At the base of the model, displacement was
restricted in the vertical direction. Fixed pore pressure
boundary conditions were applied at the RHS and base
boundary, which acted as free drainage surfaces in the
model. It was assumed that the water table was located at
the ground surface and exhibited hydrostatic behavior with
depth. Additionally, the temperature at the RHS and base
boundary was kept at the initial value. The pipe network
and the circulating flow were not simulated. Instead, the
temperature of the pipe circuit was set as variable nodal
values in the FEA to simulate the operation of the GSHP.
To accurately model the construction sequence, a series

of construction stages were simulated as closely as
possible to match the design construction sequence. In
addition, the seasonal operation of the thermo-active
diaphragm wall was split into two six-month cycles
annually: a six-month winter station heating (soil cooling)
cycle and a six-month summer station recharge (soil
heating) cycle, as shown in Fig. 2. The seasonal operation
was modeled over a 20-year operational life of 20 pairs of
cycles. During the winter cycle the station air was heated to
maintain the optimal temperature. To maintain this, the
GSHP primary circuit pumped fluid at 2°C through the
pipe in the diaphragm wall. The model essentially kept the
temperature of the heat exchanger pipe at 2°C throughout
the cycle. During summer the GSHP was put into a
recharge state, where to maintain the temperature within
the station at 18°C, the primary circuit was essentially
switched off. This was achieved in the model by holding
the heat exchanger pipe at 18°C throughout the cycle.

2.2 Mechanics of THM coupled processes

Heat transfer mechanisms in soil are complex due to its
multi-phase nature, and include conduction, convection,
radiation vaporization and condensation, ion exchange and
freeze-thawing processes [1]. However, for the thermo-
active diaphragm walls project only conduction and
convection are considered as they contribute the most
toward heat transfer in soil. Hence, the governing equation
of heat transfer in the soil can be written as:

–
X3

i¼1
l
∂T
∂x2i

þ Cw

X3

i¼1
qi
∂T
∂xi

þ Cs
dT

dt
¼ 0, (1)

where l is the heat conductivity, T is the temperature, Cs,
Cw are the volumetric heat capacity of soil and water,
respectively, and qi is the water flow flux, subscript i
indicates the direction of the vector.
In this study, the pore fluid is considered to be

compressible, and is assumed to follow Darcy’s Law:

qi ¼
kS
gw

∂p
∂xi

– �wgi

� �
, (2)

where kS is the permeability coefficient (m/s), gw is the
unit weight of water, is the pore pressure, �w is the density
of water, and gi is the gravity, which has three components
(g1 ¼ 0 N=kg, g2 ¼ 0 N=kg, g3 ¼ – 9:8 N=kg).
The mass conservation between volumetric strain and

water drainage leads to the following storage equation:

X3

i¼1

∂qi
∂xi

–
d

dt
εvol –

n

kw

dp

dt
þ 3$nαw

dT

dt
¼ 0, (3)

where αw is the linear coefficient of thermal expansion of
water, n is the porosity, kw is the bulk modulus of the pore
water, and εvol is the volumetric strain of the soil skeleton.
The stress equilibrium equation can be written as:

Fig. 2 Thermal boundary condition.
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∂ð�íji þ pI jiÞ
∂xj

þ �swgi ¼ 0, (4)

where �íji is the effective stress, �sw is the density of
saturated soil, and I ji is the component of the identity
tensor.
In this model, the soil is assumed to be isotropic, and that

the temperature variation induces volume variations of the
soil skeleton,

dεvol ¼
dp#

KS
þ 3$αS$dT , (5)

where KS is the bulk moduli of the soil skeleton, αS is the
linear coefficient of thermal expansion of the soil skeleton,
εvol is the elastic volumetric strain, and p# is the mean
effective stress.
In the diaphragm wall, the pore fluid water doesn’t exit.

Hence, only thermos-mechanical coupling is considered.
Equation (1) can be simplified as,

X3

i¼1
l
∂T
∂x2i

þ CC
dT

dt
¼ 0, (6)

where CC are the volumetric heat capacity of soil.
Equation (4) can be simplified as,

∂�ji

∂xj
þ �Cgi ¼ 0, (7)

where �C is the density of concrete, and Eq. (5) can be
simplified as,

dεvol ¼
dp

Kc
þ 3$αc$dT , (8)

where Kc is the bulk moduli of the soil concrete, αc is the
linear coefficient of thermal expansion of the concrete.
The Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion is used in this

study, which assumes that failure occurs when the shear
stress reaches a value that depends linearly on the normal
stress as defined in Eq. (9). The material constant C defines
the cohesion yield stress for the hardening behavior of the

material, and the friction angle f controls the shape of the
yield surface in the deviatoric plane.

f ¼ �1 –�3Nf þ 2C
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nf

p ¼ 0, (9)

where �1 and �3 are the principal stresses, C is the
cohesion.

Nf ¼ 1þ sinf

1 – sinf
, (10)

where f is the friction angle.
The plastic potential function can be written as,

g ¼ �1 –�3NΨ , (11)

NΨ ¼ 1þ sinΨ

1 – sinΨ
, (12)

where Ψ is the dilation angle.
The thermo-active diaphragm wall analysis treats soil as

a fully saturated multi-phase continuum, which is
characterized by the elastic-plastic Mohr-Coulomb soil
model. All the parameters used in the soil model are listed
in Table 1, where G is the shear modulus and n is the
Poisson’s ratio. The diaphragm is assumed to be linear
elastic. The parameters for the Mohr-Coulomb model were
selected based on Crossrail’s design guideline. In addition,
the linear coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of soil
skeleton αS and concrete αC is assumed to be 10 µε/°. This
value is close to the value suggested by Bourne-Webb et al.
[5,7]. The CTE of pore water αw is 70 µε/°, the porosity n
in this case study is assumed 0.3, and other thermal
properties about Csw and l are from Rui and Yin [19,23],
Rui et al. [24], Rui and Soga [20].
A series of finite element analyses was performed in

order to investigate the effects of the thermo-hydro-
mechanical properties, including heat conductivity, the
permeability coefficient of soil, and the thermal expansion
coefficient of the diaphragm wall. All the analyses
presented in this paper are summarized in Table 2. The
purpose of these parametric studies is to identify the

Table 1 Properties of soils

soil layer G ðkPaÞ f (°) c (kPa) ν Ψ (°) l ðW=m2$KÞ C ðkJ=m3$KÞ α (µε/°) k ðm=SÞ
made ground 4000 22.2 0 0.2 0 1.25 2800 10 1� 10 – 4

terrace gravel 20000 35.8 0 0.2 0 1.8 2800 10 1� 10 – 4

London clay A3 32000 25 5 0.2 0 1.6 3200 10 1� 10 – 10

London clay A2 42000 25 5 0.2 0 1.6 3200 10 1� 10 – 10

Lambeth group UMC 125000 28 10 0.2 0 2.1 3200 10 1� 10 – 10

Lambeth group LMC 112000 23 10 0.2 0 2.1 3200 10 1� 10 – 10

Thanet sand 167000 27 0 0.2 0 1.27 2800 10 1� 10 – 6

chalk 167000 32 0 0.2 0 1.27 2400 10 1� 10 – 6

concrete 16700000 – – – – 1.4 2400 10 –
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parameters that may potentially be critical to the
performance of the thermo-active diaphragm wall.
To validate the model, the construction induced

horizontal movements of the diaphragm wall were
simulated and compared to the monitoring data, as
shown in Fig. 3. The movements are zeroed at the root
of the wall. This is because the model was calibrated to the
actual movement to the wall where the inclinometer
measurements were made from the bottom of the wall. The

results show that the monitoring data matched well with
the simulation data. After excavated to 111.9 m, the
maximum difference is about 3 mm, but the shape of the
displacement distribution is very similar. This indicates
that the stiffness is a little underestimated. In the next two
steps, the maximum difference reduces to about 1 mm. The
good match between monitoring data and simulation data
validates the mechanical properties used in this model, and
hence give more confidence to perform thermo-hydro-
mechanical analysis afterwards.

3 Results and discussions

3.1 Effects of thermal conductivity

Thermal conductivity is one of the most significant thermal
properties of soil. In this paper, thermal conductive values
vary from half the original value to twice the original
value. As shown in Fig. 4, the temperature distribution
within the soil is strongly affected by its thermal
conductivity. In analysis B1, the thermally influenced

Table 2 List of analyses

ID parametric study assumed soil properties

A original value Table 1

B1 heat conductivity of soil l l� 0:5

B2 heat conductivity of soil l 2.0l� 2:0

C1 permeability coefficient of soil k k � 0:2

C2 permeability coefficient of soil k 5.0k � 5:0

D1 thermal expansion coefficient of concrete αcon αcon � 0

D2 thermal expansion coefficient of concrete αcon αcon � 4:0

Fig. 3 Comparison of the relative horizontal movements between the monitoring data and FEA during construction.
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zone was localized in the soil adjacent to the diaphragm
wall. But this zone became larger as the thermal
conductivity increased. A similar phenomenon happened
below the base slab, where more soil was heated in both
winter and summer since the inside of the underground
station was assumed to be hot all year due to the heat
generated by the trains.
Figure 5 shows the horizontal total stress applied to the

diaphragm wall on the unexcavated side. A change of total

stress between the winter cycle and the summer cycle was
observed, especially under the base slab, which was mainly
determined by thermally induced expansion/shrinkage in
the soil. With higher thermal conductivity, more soil was
influenced by the temperature change, and thus more
expansion/shrinkage was caused by heating and cooling.
The total stress in the summer increased more when the
thermal conductivity was higher, and thus the seasonal
change in total stress between winter and summer cycle

Fig. 4 Temperature distribution with variations in the thermal conductivity of the soil (unit: °C): (a) analysis B1: l� 0:5; (b) analysis A:
original value; (c) analysis B2: l� 2.
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increased from 15 to 60 kPa when the thermal conductivity
value increased from half the original value to twice the
original value.
Figure 6 shows the horizontal relative displacement of

the diaphragm wall when the displacement at the end of
construction was set as the baseline. The maximum
seasonal change in relative displacement every year was
about 0.8 mm for analysis B2, and 0.3 mm for analysis B1.
This seasonal change in the relative displacement of
diaphragm wall was caused by two factors: thermally
induced changes in the soil volume which push the wall

toward the excavation side in summer and toward the
unexcavated side in winter, and thermally induced bending
of the thermo-active diaphragm wall which pushed the
wall toward the unexcavated side in summer and toward
the excavation side in winter. A change of conductivity
influenced the temperature distribution in the soil sig-
nificantly and thus led to the seasonal change in soil
volume. With an increase in conductivity, the soil at the
unexcavated side expanded more in summer and shrank
more in winter, which exceeded the effect of the wall
bending. Hence, the relative displacement shifted more

Fig. 5 Horizontal total stress applied to the diaphragm wall on the unexcavated side with variations in the thermal conductivity: (a)
analysis B1: l� 0:5; (b) analysis A: original value; (c) analysis B2: l� 2.
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toward the unexcavated side during the winter and moved
toward the excavation side during the summer. Over the
long-term, due to consolidation, the annual average
displacement of the wall moved further to the unexcavated
side when the thermal conductivity increased. With twice
the thermal conductivity, the yearly average relative
displacement was about 1 mm, but with half the thermal
conductivity, this yearly average displacement decreased
to about 0.1 mm.

Figure 7 shows the changes in bending moment with
variations in the thermal conductivity of the soil, which
show that variations in thermal conductivity have very
little influence on the bending moment, especially above
the base slab. On the other hand, some changes in bending
moment under the base slab have been observed. In
analysis B2, it was shown that the bending moment
decreased about 100–200 kN$m in winter compared to
analysis B1, which is in accordance with the large change

Fig. 6 Horizontal relative displacement of the diaphragm wall with variations in the thermal conductivity: (a) analysis B1: l� 0:5; (b)
analysis A: original value; (c) analysis B2: l� 2.
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in the total stress under the base slab as shown in Fig. 5.

3.2 Effects of permeability

As shown in Fig. 8, changing the permeability of soil has a
clear effect on the pore pressure distribution along the wall.
With reduced permeability in analysis C1, the pore fluid
migrated slowly within the soil skeleton, so the negative

excess pore pressure only dissipated partly over the
20-year period. The yearly average pore pressure at
depth of – 21 m was about 50 kPa after 20 years. On the
other hand, the permeability has a large influence on the
seasonal change in pore pressure. When applying 0.2 times
the permeability coefficient, the change of pore pressure
between summer and winter was about 80 kPa, much
larger than that of the simulation with 5.0 times the

Fig. 7 Bending moment of the diaphragm wall with variations in the thermal conductivity: (a) analysis B1: l� 0:5; (b) analysis A:
original value; (c) analysis B2: l� 2.
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permeability coefficient in analysis C2. This is because the
excess pressure caused by heating/cooling was trapped
within the soil skeleton with low permeability. When the
problem was simulated with 5.0 times the original
permeability, the pore pressure profile observed in the
model after 5 years was almost similar to the hydrostatic
condition. The seasonal change in pore pressure is not
obvious, which indicates that the excess pore pressure
vanished in a very short time.
Figure 9 shows the horizontal total stress profiles along

the unexcavated side of the wall. The permeability
coefficient influenced two processes: long-term consolida-
tion, and seasonal change in the total stress. First, the
average annual horizontal total stress moved to the right-
hand side faster after 20 years with increased permeability,
due to the acceleration of consolidation. After 20 years, the
horizontal stress at depth of – 21 m was about 225 kPa for
the model with 5.0 times the permeability in analysis C2.
However, when the permeability decreased to 0.2 times,
the total stress at the same location was only about

Fig. 8 Pore water pressure applied to the diaphragm wall on the unexcavated side with variations in the permeability of the soil: (a)
analysis C1: k � 0:2; (b) analysis A: original value; (c) analysis C2: k � 5.
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170 kPa. On the other hand, after 20 years, the seasonal
changes in total stress every year for analyses C1, A, and
C2 were 60, 40, and 20 kPa, respectively, as shown under
the base slab in Fig. 9. That is because, when the
permeability decreases, the pore fluid becomes trapped
within the soil skeleton and the thermal expansion of the
entrapped fluid induces stress upon the soil skeleton.
Figure 10 shows the wall relative displacement. The

long-term wall movement was influenced by two factors

due to the consolidation of two soil zones with construc-
tion-induced negative excess pore pressure. One was the
pushing from the base slab due to the consolidation of the
soil under the slab, and another was pushing by the soil on
the unexcavated side due to the swelling of the soil on the
right-hand side of the diaphragm wall. However, the
seepage path length of the soil under the base slab was
much longer than that on the unexcavated side. Hence, the
consolidation of the soil under the base slab was much

Fig. 9 Total stress applied to the diaphragm wall on the unexcavated side with variations in the permeability of the soil: (a) analysis C1:
k � 0:2; (b) analysis A: original value; (c) analysis C2: k � 5.
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more sensitive to the change of permeability coefficient
than the consolidation on the unexcavated side. When the
permeability coefficient decreased, the consolidation
slowed down, so the effect of pushing by the base slab
was less obvious. However, consolidation on the unexca-
vated side was less sensitive to permeability. For these
reasons, when the permeability coefficient was 0.2 times

that of analysis C1, the wall moved to the left side at the
beginning, and then moved to the right-hand side slowly
due to the delay of consolidation under the base slab. After
20 years, the wall only moved about 0.3 mm to the
unexcavated side. In contrast, when the permeability
coefficient was 5 times that of analysis C2, the wall
moved to the right-hand side even at the beginning,

Fig. 10 Horizontal relative displacement of the diaphragm wall with variations in the permeability of the soil: (a) analysis C1: k � 0:2;
(b) analysis A: original value; (c) analysis C2: k � 5.
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especially at the position of the base slab. This result
indicates that the pushing by the base slab was much
prominent than the pushing by soil due to thermally
induced expansion. After 20 years, this movement
increased to about 1.2 mm.
Figure 11 shows that the bending moment distribution

along the wall did not change much with the increase in
permeability above the base slab. On the other hand, the
maximum bending moment under the base slab in analysis
C2 increased by about 50–100 kN$m compared to analysis

C1, but obviously this limited change did not compromise
the structural capacity.

3.3 Thermal expansion coefficient of the concrete

In this section, 0, 1.0, and 4 times the thermal expansion
coefficients were used for comparison. Figure 12 shows the
total horizontal stress applied to the diaphragm wall at the
unexcavated side. It was shown that the differences in total
stress between these three cases were very limited. The

Fig. 11 Bending moment of the diaphragm wall with variations in the permeability of the soil: (a) analysis C1: k � 0:2; (b) analysis A:
original value; (c) analysis C2: k � 5.
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seasonal change in total stress was caused mainly by two
factors: the thermally induced expansion and shrinkage in
the soil, and the thermally induced bending of the
diaphragm wall. Hence, in this parametric study, the
small difference in total horizontal stress between analyses
D1, A, and D2 indicates that the movement of the
diaphragm wall had a lesser influence on the total stress
compared to the thermally induced expansion and
shrinkage in the soil.
Figure 13 shows the horizontal relative displacement

profile of the diaphragm wall with different thermal

expansion coefficients of the concrete. The seasonal
change in displacement during operation of the GSHP
with zero expansion of the concrete was caused by pushing
from the soil due to thermally induced expansion only.
During the summer, the wall moved to the left, and in
winter, the wall moved to the right. A similar change
occurred when applying the normal thermal expansion
coefficient to the concrete, which further indicates that the
seasonal change in the wall relative displacement was more
dependent on the thermally induced change in the soil
volume on the unexcavated side. When the thermal

Fig. 12 Horizontal total stress applied on the diaphragm wall on the unexcavated side with variations in the thermal expansion
coefficient of concrete: (a) analysis D1: αcon � 0; (b) analysis A: original value; (c) analysis D2: αcon � 4.
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expansion coefficient was not 0, the wall bent toward the
excavation side during the winter and bent back toward the
unexcavated side during the summer. With 4 times the
thermal expansion coefficient, this effect was enhanced.
This is why there was a large fluctuation of about 0.6 mm
between the summer cycle and the winter cycle, as shown
in Fig. 13 with 4 times the thermal expansion coefficient.
This seasonal change was only about 0.2 mm for the
normal thermal expansion coefficient.
Figure 14 shows the bending moment of the diaphragm

wall. With 4 times the thermal expansion coefficient, the
maximum seasonal change in bending moment was about
2000 kN$m. But when the thermal expansion coefficient
was zero, the variation in the bending moment was
negligible, which is purely due to the change in earth
pressure applied to the diaphragm wall. Therefore, the
thermally induced change in earth pressure did not affect
the structural performance significantly in the GSHP
operation phase of the thermo-active diaphragm wall.
The change in bending moment was mainly governed by

Fig. 13 Horizontal relative displacement of the diaphragm wall with variations in the thermal expansion coefficient of the concrete: (a)
analysis D1: αcon � 0; (b) analysis A: original value; (c) analysis D2: αcon � 4.
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the unevenly distributed temperature in the wall, and the
thermally induced volumetric change of the concrete. This
phenomenon occurred when one side of the wall was
exposed to the warm station temperature and the other half
of the wall on the unexcavated side was cooled by the
coolant in the buried pipe.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, a series of 2D THM coupling analyses was
performed on the thermo-active diaphragm wall. The
thermal operation of the thermo-active diaphragm wall
caused changes in temperature, pore pressure, and total

Fig. 14 Bending moment of the diaphragm wall with variations in the thermal expansion coefficient of the concrete: (a) analysis D1:
αcon � 0; (b) analysis A: original value; (c) analysis D2: αcon � 4.
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stress in the soil. These, in turn, caused displacements of
the diaphragm wall and variations in the bending moments.
Several conclusions are listed below.
1) When a higher thermal conductivity was assigned to

the soil model, a greater area around the wall was
influenced by the temperature change, and thus more
expansion and shrinkage of soil occurred from heating and
cooling, respectively. The total stress in the summer
increased more when the thermal conductivity of the soil
was higher, and thus the seasonal change in total stress
increased from 15 to 60 kPa when the thermal conductivity
value increased from 0.2 times the original value to 5 times
the original value.
2) Soil permeability has a large effect on the seasonal

change of pore pressure. When 0.2 times the original
permeability coefficient was applied, the seasonal change
in pore pressure between summer and winter increased
from 50 to about 80 kPa. With lower permeability, the soil
behavior was closer to that under undrained conditions. As
the permeability increased, the there was less change in
pore pressure due to partial drainage, but more ground
movement occurred.
3) The soil under the slab consolidated with time

through dissipation of the positive excess pore pressure
that developed due to the building load. Whereas the soil
on the unexcavated side swelled with time from the
dissipation of negative excess pore pressure that developed
from movement of the wall. In the first 5 years of
operation, the former was more sensitive to the change of
permeability than the latter because of the difference in the
drainage length. Hence, this in turn resulted in different
wall movements depending on the soil permeability.
4) The thermal expansion of the wall concrete had a

significant effect on the wall performance. In the case with
the original thermal expansion coefficient, the maximum
seasonal change in bending moment was about 300 kN$m.
When the value increases to 4 times the original thermal
expansion coefficient, this seasonal change increased to
1600 kN$m. However, when the thermal expansion
coefficient was zero, the variation in bending moment was
purely due to the change in earth pressure applied to the
diaphragm wall, which was very limited. Therefore, the
thermally induced change in earth pressure did not affect
the structural performance significantly. The change in
bending moment was mainly governed by the temperature
differential and uneven thermal expansion/shrinkage
across the wall.
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